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A GLOBAL SEARCH AND RESCUE CONCEPT USlNG SYNTHETIC 
APERTURE RADAR AND PASSIVE USER TARGETS 
W. E. Sivertson, Jr. 
Langley Research Center 
SUMMARY 
This report  defines a search and rescue concept that embodies the use of passive 
radiofrequency (RF) reflectors in conjunction with an imaging synthetic aper ture  radar  to  
detect, identify, and locate Earth u s e r s  in distress.  The radar  would operate in low Earth 
orbit to provide global coverage and would operate within a 1- to 10-GHz frequency range 
to provide day o r  night and all-weather operational capability. 
An airborne radar  test was conducted to aid in evaluating the basic concept. Simul­
taneous, horizontal and vertical  polarization images were obtained, using both X- and 
L -band radars ,  of a number of corner -reflector targets  positioned in specific geometric 
configurations. Evaluation was made relative to reflector image brightness and position 
location. Results from this  investigation indicate that synthetic aper ture  radar  can be 
used to detect, identify, and locate simple, passive ground-positioned RF  reflectors; this 
capability can be used to  investigate new search and rescue concepts focused on develop­
ing a global search and rescue system. 
INTRODUCTION 
A significant search  and rescue operation i s  maintained throughout the world, and 
future needs for  this service are likely to increase as travel, trade,  and transportation 
industries expand. As this  service expands, it will continue to  require the expenditure of 
considerable manmade and natural resources.  Furthermore,  the increasing s ize  of the 
operation will expand the r i sks  to  rescue personnel. The development of a low-cost, low-
r isk search and rescue system tailored t o  meet these future needs should be a high-
priority endeavor. 
Although current search  and rescue efforts a r e  extensive and are executed with 
dedication and diligence, current  techniques employed are inadequate and piecemeal. 
There i s  no single system accessible to use r s  (aircraft, marine vessels,  surface vehicles, 
o r  individuals) engaged in penetrating potentially alien environments. A use r  in dis t ress  
cannot, on demand, initiate a search  and rescue operation. Search and rescue need is 
presently signaled by secondary inputs: someone notices that a prescribed flight o r  float 
plan has not been maintained, o r  simply someone, somewhere, suspects that individuals 
are missing or have failed t o  appear after a period of t ime. Frequently days have passed 
before the need for  a search  and rescue operation is known. Even the emergency location 
t ransmit ters  (ELT) (required as of 1973 by law on all aircraft of U.S. origin) are moni­
tored, if operating properly, only on a random basis. Detections of reported d is t ress  are 
made by chance and, after a case of d i s t ress  has been detected, location is not always 
achieved. In brief, current search  and rescue capability is inadequate in three broad 
areas: (1) the t imely detection of an  emergency, (2) the location of a d is t ress  site, and 
(3) assessment  of needed rescue procedure and identification of the shortest  path t o  rescue 
sites in remote areas. 
This  report  considers a new search and rescue concept and presents  the resul ts  of 
an aircraft flight test which was conducted t o  investigate the feasibility of the concept. 
This  concept was originated at the Langley Research Center (ref. 1) and i s  being pursued 
to  develop an improved search  and rescue capability in the three areas previously listed. 
The concept is amenable t o  standardization. It defines a system for providing a total 
global search  and rescue service under all-weather, day or night conditions. U s e r  equip­
ment consists of passive radiofrequency (RF) reflectors.  Active search  hardware in the 
system consists of a synthetic aper ture  radar  capable of rendering, through signal pro­
cessing, a visible image of the geometric distribution relative t o  the electromagnetic scat­
tering properties of objects o r  "targets" under radar  observation. The image i s  formed 
with electromagnetic waves of much longer wavelength than those used for  conventional 
optical imaging. A discussion of synthetic aper ture  radar  can be found in reference 2. 
An aircraft flight was conducted on October 12, 1973, t o  collect image data used to 
evaluate the basic search  and rescue concept. The test objectives were to  demonstrate 
and evaluate cooperative RF passive target detection and identification by using airborne 
synthetic aper ture  radars .  This tes t  was conducted by the Langley Research Center and 
was simultaneously executed with other airborne imaging radar tests conducted by the 
John F. Kennedy Space Center (refs. 3 and 4).  Radars  used were developed by the Envi­
ronmental Research Institute of Michigan (ERIM) and operated under contract to  the 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). 
SYMBOLS 
Ae effective aperture  area of receiving antenna, meters2 
a Luneberg lens radius, meters  
Dh antenna physical aperture length (horizontal), meters  
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F1 
F2 
F3 
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NO 
Pav 
R 

SNR 
V 
X, Y 
x 

5 
UC 
5L 
QT 
radar signal recording (assigned center frequency 1) 
radar signal recording (assigned center frequency 2) 
radar signal recording (assigned center frequency 3) 
tr ihedral  corner -reflector edge length, meters  

additive noise constant spectral  density, watts pe r  hertz 

average radiated power, watts 

slant range, meters  

signal-to-noise power rat io  

relative velocity of radar  carrying vehicle, meters  pe r  second 

measured distance along orthogonal two-dimensional image axes 

radar wavelength, meters  

target radar  c ros s  section, meters2  

radar c ross  section of circular t r ihedral  corner  reflector, meters2 

radar c ross  section of Luneberg lens, meters2  
radar c ross  section of tr iangular t r ihedral  corner  reflector, meters2 
BASIC CONCEPT 
The basic concept (fig. 1) embodies the use  of passive R F  reflectors in conjunction 
with an imaging o r  side-looking radar  (synthetic aper ture  radar)  to detect, identify, and 
locate the position of u s e r s  exposed t o  emergency situations which may require sea rch  
and rescue. Passive R F  reflectors could be car r ied  as standard emergency equipment by 
aircraft, ships, small  boats, terrestrial vehicles, and individuals. The reflectors would 
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be deployed in emergency situations to  mark a d is t ress  site and to provide a radar target  
for  subsequent detection and use in implementing search  and rescue operations. The 
deployed target  i s  detected and identified and the position is located by an Earth pointing, 
Earth orbiting, synthetic aper ture  radar  maintaining a global scan. The radar  provides 
an image in which the d is t ress  target and d is t ress  site are visible. In this  way, surround­
ing te r ra in  is mapped and can be analyzed t o  determine useful and practical  ingress and 
eg res s  routes as an aid in implementing rescue. The r ada r  i s  operated within the 1- to  
10-GHz frequency range. This frequency range is within a radiofrequency window and in 
a frequency region of low RF background noise (fig. 2); it provides for  day or  night and 
all -weather operational search  capability. 
In an operational system, a satellite system would be maintained in a polar Earth 
orbit. The satell i tes would be equipped with a synthetic aper ture  radar  and a communi­
cation system and would be operated in a search  mode throughout successive flight passes  
over the global surface. Upon the detection of a user 's  d i s t ress  target, image data would 
be generated and transmitted to  a rescue operations control center where it would be used 
to  initiate rescue operations. Distress  targets  would be car r ied  by u s e r s  and would be 
deployed in emergencies either by automatic and/or by manual means. Targets would be 
designed to provide large radar  backscatter c ros s  sections over a wide range of aspect 
angles. 
In the basic concept, the radar  system functions t o  perform the tasks  of target detec­
tion, identification, and location. Detection is achieved in the orbiting radar by insuring 
that for a given t ransmit ter  power, the user  target  has a r ada r  c ros s  section which pro­
vides a return signal with an energy level above the additive white and/or Gaussian noise 
levels. This signal-to-noise relationship relative to  detection is shown here  in Harger 's  
expression for signal-to-noise ra t io  (section 3.6 of ref. 2): 
From equation (l),the radar  c ross  section required for  detection of a given reflec­
tor target is a function of reflector geometry, radar  frequency and average power, antenna 
aperture  size, radar signal-to-noise ratio, radar  vehicle velocity, additive noise, and 
range. The Luneberg lens (with reflecting cap) and the corner reflector both appear to  be 
suitable targets for  use in developing the basic search  and rescue concept. Small physi­
cal targets  exhibit relatively high radar cross-section c values that are essentially in­
dependent of aspect-angle variations (relative orientation). Maximum cross  -section 
expressions (ref. 5) for these reflector types are: 
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the Luneberg lens, 
4773a4aL = -
A 2  
the circular tr ihedral  corner reflector, 
15.6Q4ac = ­
x2 
and the triangular tr ihedral  corner reflector 
By working from equations (1)to (4),Luneberg lens and corner-reflector s izes  have 
been calculated for  shuttle orbits and are shown as a function of radar  average power and 
orbital altitude in f igure 3. The data in this figure are calculated by assuming a signal­
to-noise power rat io  of unity, an  antenna physical aperture length (along t rack  direction) 
of 9 m, and a radar  wavelength of 0.03 m. As these data show, target s ize  can be rela­
tively small  and should present no major user  hardware inconvenience. For  a power 
level of 125 W (which i s  within the current state of the art), the theoretical corner-
reflector edge dimension i s  between 23 cm and 31 cm for  the range of altitude shown. 
The basic concept allows the use of a number of R F  reflector types, but the corner  
reflector i s  attractive f o r  use as a search  and rescue target. It is simple, effective, con­
venient to  s tore  and deploy, and low in cost. One interesting configuration can be fabri­
cated from two basic components (fig. 4): a mylar-saran (or s imilar  nonconducting 
material) sphere and an internal a r r a y  of corner reflectors. The reflectors are alumi­
nized mylar disks arranged into orthogonal planes and attached internally to the sphere. 
F o r  deployment, the sphere is inflated with helium o r  hydrogen gas and i s  tethered by a 
line anchored at the dis t ress  s i te  (illustrated in fig. 4). This tethering places the target 
above local obstructions and provides a clear RF  field of view fo r  r ada r  detection. In 
windy conditions it may be beneficial t o  tether more than one target on a line to compen­
sate for  target motion. 
Target deployment can be achieved in a number of ways depending on user  needs. 
In general, these needs would t ranslate  into two basic deployment packages: a manual 
launch canister and a rocket launcher. Each configuration would include an RF  reflector, 
an inflation device, a release mechanism, a tether line, a propulsion unit, and a packing 
and storage container. Specific targets  would be selected and configured, packaged, and 
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deployed as dictated by predetermined use r  class and expected operational constraints. 
For example, the target  package f o r  explorers and sportsmen would be simplified in com­
parison with the package designed for  commercial  a i r l iners  or large ships. 
The following discussion offers a few examples which explore the basic concept and 
its practical  applications. Once the system achieves target  detection, it must be capable 
of uniquely identifying the detected signal within a processed image as a signal represent­
ing a search  and rescue d is t ress  situation. Three  identification approaches appear to  be 
applicable. 
One approach uses  a single orbiting radar  in conjunction with multiple targets. In 
this  case (left-hand side of fig. 5), multiple targets  are arranged in a known geometric 
configuration. An L-pattern is shown, but other configurations such as a linear, circular,  
or square a r r a y  could be used. Target spacing would be maintained at one t o  five t imes 
the radar spatial resolution, and the pattern would appear in the radar  image for  use in 
re  cognition and identification. 
A second technique is depicted on the right-hand side of figure 5. In this  case, mul­
tiple radars  (two or  three) would be operated at different transmission frequencies (X- and 
L- or X-, L-, and Ku-bands), would t ransmit  a t  a single polarization (horizontal), and 
would receive both vertical  and horizontal polarizations. A preselected set of frequencies 
(F1, F2, and F3) and polarizations would be processed to  generate three images. Dif ­
ferent color f i l ters  and intensity levels would be assigned t o  each image and a composite 
(superimposed) image would be generated. In this way, false color enhancement is used 
t o  aid in target discrimination. 
A third technique would employ a matched spatia1 fi l ter  (ref. 6, ch. 7). By using this 
technique (fig. 6), a single radar image is suitably recorded on film and i s  used as the in­
put object in an  optical processor.  Coherent plane wave illumination is then used to 
transform the spatial variations of the radar image into i t s  Fourier  spectrum through a 
transform lens. Autocorrelation of the object spectrum with a stored matched fi l ter  of 
appropriate design may then be accomplished by performing a second Fourier  transform 
of the light transmitted by the matched filter. At those points where correlation between 
the object spectrum and matched filter exist, a bright image spot providing the desired 
target identification is formed. 
Once a target has been detected and identified, its position (longitude and latitude) 
can be determined from one of two basic measurements. One simple method would mea­
su re  target reflector image position, within the total radar  image, relative to  any known 
ground reference point or points (deliberate manmade gr id  network targets  o r  natural 
landmark imaged features) appearing in the total radar  image. Then, when image scale 
factors and geographical position of the reference features are known, target location 
could be calculated. A second method would measure search  and rescue target image 
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coordinates within the total  radar  image relative t o  a fixed image f r a m e  coordinate posi­
tion. This image coordinate can then be translated into Earth surface longitude and lati­
tude as a function of radar geometry and orbital position (ephemeris data) at  the t ime the 
radar image was recorded. The radar image i s  used to  locate the position of the target; 
in addition, the target is imaged together with the natural localized te r ra in  in which it 
is embedded. In this  way, the target,  as well as a visible real-t ime map of the te r ra in  
around the target,  is displayed. From this  image, ingress and egress  paths can be iden­
tified and used to plan, initiate, and execute the complete rescue operation. 
AIRCRAFT FLIGHT TEST 
Flight -Test Objectives 
An aircraft flight test was  conducted on October 12, 1973, t o  collect image data in 
order  to  evaluate the basic search  and rescue concept. The objectives of the test were t o  
demonstrate and evaluate cooperative RF  passive target detection and identification by use 
of airborne synthetic aper ture  radars .  Radars  used for the testing were developed and 
operated by the ERIM under contract to  NASA. 
Radars and Test  Flight 
An ERIM C-46 aircraf t  equipped with an X-band and L-band radar  system was used 
for  the data-gathering flight. A multiplexing design was employed t o  provide a synthetic 
aper ture  side-looking radar  that imaged the te r ra in  simultaneously with X-band (9.3 -GHz 
center frequency) and L-band (1.165-GHz center frequency) radar  frequencies (ref. 7). 
Average t ransmit ter  power for  the X- and L-band radars was 10 and 200 W, respectively. 
Each channel used horizontal polarization for  transmission and simultaneously received 
horizontal (H) and vertical  (V) polarization energy reflected to  the transmitting antenna. 
This polarization provided the capabilities for  the simultaneous recording of four channels 
of radar  imagery: H-H and H-V at the X-band; H-H and H-V at the L-band. 
On the image-gathering flight, adverse weather imposed an ear ly  termination of 
flight activity immediately following a single pass  over the target  area. During data tak­
ing, the aircraf t  was flown at 1980 m above mean sea level. Slant range t o  the near edge 
of the ground swath was 4025 m. Near-range depression angle (measured from the hori­
zon downward) was 300,and far-range depression angle was 12O. Imaged length on the 
ground was 25.75 km. Slant-range swath width was 5490 m. Aircraft flight direction 
(true azimuth) was 3560, and radar  look direction (true azimuth) was 86O. Radar resolu­
tion was approximately 10 m by 10 m. An LTN-51 inertial  navigation system was used t o  
maintain aircraft heading during data-gathering periods of the flight. 
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Reflectors and Ground Site 
Inflatable circular t r ihedral  corner reflectors and rigid triangular tr ihedral  corner  
reflectors were  designed, fabricated, and placed by Langley Research Center personnel 
on Merrit t  Island, Florida, in the area shown in figure 7. The reflectors were designed 
to  provide radar  data for  use  in determining relative calibration and in evaluating reflec­
to r  characterist ics relative t o  their  identification and location. 
These targets  were located along the unified S-band tracking station entrance road. 
The ground targets  were located in the northeastern corner of the outer extremity (far­
range edge) of the imaged ground swath (along unified S-band tracking site road). The 
unified S-band road is oriented in a north-south direction. Marsh areas and wooded sec­
tions flank the east and west sides of this test site road. The roadbed is bounded by 
broad sloping shoulders which are separated from the marsh  area by wide water-filled 
drainage canals. Representative target installation is shown in the c ross  section in 
figure 8. 
Rigid corner  reflectors used for this  test varied in  r ada r  c ros s  section as shown in 
table I. A representative reflector installation setup is shown in figure 9. Spacing be­
tween reflectors was selected to equal radar minimum resolution. In the discussion that 
follows, all individual reflectors are alphabetically keyed t o  figure 7. Individual reflectors 
within each of two L-pattern groups are A, B, and C at the X-band, and reflectors D, E, 
and F at the L-band. The L-shaped pattern was selected t o  demonstrate the ability to  
identify targets by the use of a unique, predetermined geometrical configuration. Four 
rigid reflectors (G, H, I, and J) were arranged in a straight line with the spacing between 
successive reflectors varied as a product of radar resolution. This arrangement was 
selected to provide data for  assessing the uniqueness of the pattern for use in target iden­
tification and t o  evaluate the effects of target spacing as a function of radar  resolution. 
Four rigid reflectors (K, L, M, and N) were arranged in a two-segmented offset line. 
Spacing between these reflectors was maintained at three t imes the radar  minimum reso ­
lution. This arrangement was selected to  provide relative calibration data (relative image 
intensity plotted against reflector c ross  section). Spacing between adjacent rigid target 
groups was maintained at approximately 53 m. 
In addition to  the rigid reflectors, two inflatable reflectors were spaced 53 m apart  
along a straight line. As explained earlier, these targets  (fig. 10) consisted of an  a r r a y  of 
corner reflectors internal to  an inflatable sphere. The sphere was 63.5 cm in diameter, 
was inflated with helium, and was tethered with a monofilament line 10 cm above a ground 
stake. Adverse weather during the flight (passage of a fast moving front with high surface 
winds and heavy rains) contributed to  the loss of one of these targets, but the second tar­
get T remained in position and was successfully imaged. 
Only the three targets  D, E, and F were designed to have radar  c ross  sections large 
enough t o  be detected reliably by the L-band radar. As expected, the manmade L-band 
reflectors did not provide intense signal re turns  for  the H-V (cross  polarization) case. 
However, the natural reflectors (marsh g ras s  and other vegetation) did provide reasonable 
signal intensities in both the H-H and H-V cases. This  phenomenon (low-level c ross  
polarization returns  f rom manmade targets  as opposed to  those from natural targets) is 
being evaluated using difference signal processing t o  aid in the isolation of unique search  
and rescue target identification processing algorithms. 
Radar Images 
Both horizontally and vertically polarized X-band and L -band images were obtained 
from the test flight. Representative X-band images are shown in figure 11. These images 
are isolated, localized magnifications of the specific test area of interest for this  report .  
The resolution of the radar  imagery shown is approximately 10 m in both azimuth and 
range directions. Resolution is defined as the half-power width of the main lobe of 
diffraction-limited image components. Random variations in X-band antenna alinement 
during the flight resulted in unwanted antenna-gain variations along the line of sight. This 
variation in gain accounts for  the randomly positioned, dark intensity bands running ac ross  
the image from near range to  far range in the X-band imagery. The ERIM has recently 
completed work on the system t o  prevent this unwanted antenna misalinement in future 
flights. 
All the reflectors making up the target groups were designed to respond (adequate 
radar cross  sections) a t  the X-band frequency. Differences between parallel  and cross -
polarization images are displayed in figure 11. The H-H (parallel polarization) case 
imaged all reflectors, whereas the H-V (cross  polarization) case clearly indicates the 
degradation of manmade target  response relative to return-signal c ross  polarization of the 
transmitted signal. Extensive digital processing work is in progress  t o  capitalize on this  
phemonenon in order  to develop identification processing algorithms with the potential for  
u se  in automating an  operational search  and rescue system. It should be noted that the 
aircraf t  flight line was displaced approximately 3.2 km west f rom the planned flight line 
and the imagery obtained f rom this flight places the test targets  in the far-range area of 
the ground swath. This far-range position resulted in a degradation in range resolution 
because a range gate return-signal cutoff occurred before the return signal was allowed 
to  be integrated in t ime over the full chirp pulse period. This undesirable circumstance, 
however, did not adversely impair the usefulness of resul ts  f rom the test, and meaningful 
relative intensity meas u rements were achieved . 
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Image Processing 
Radar signal f i lm f o r  each group of target  reflectors was processed by using the 
ERIM optical processor  and microdensitometer setup shown in figure 12. Representative 
resul ts  f rom this processing are shown in figure 13. In the latter figure, reflector letters 
are keyed t o  figure 7 and relative intensity amplitude is plotted against l inear distance 
(position) scanned along a t rue  azimuth line of 355O passing through the center of each tar­
get image. 
Boresight alinement between the rigid reflectors and the r ada r  was misalined during 
the flight by a 30 offset in elevation and a 10 offset in the range look direction. This off­
boresight alinement deviation presented no significant disadvantage, and near maximum 
reflector performance was obtained. No specific maintenance of boresight alinement was 
attempted for  the inflatable reflector. This unit was tethered and free to rotate about the 
vertical. As a result  of this freedom, range alinement during this test cannot be specified, 
Although the balloon target i s  difficult to  detect in the photographic data reproduced for  
this report, the r ada r  signal film when viewed in the optical processor  did show an image, 
and low-level densitometer response did occur at a position corresponding to the balloon 
locat ion. 
Analysis of Data 
Absolute synthetic aper ture  radar  calibration i s  not currently a demonstrated tech­
nology. Although absolute image intensity values cannot be correlated to  individual target 
(reflector) brightness levels within the images, relative brightness levels can be measured 
for  each reflector. These data a r e  shown in table I as relative radar  image brightness in 
decibels. Maximum image density (black) was selected as a 0-dB reference level, and all 
reflector maximum intensity peaks were measured from densitometer pen recordings. 
The 1185-m2 target (reflector N) was selected as a reference for  calculating difference-
brightness (A brightness) values. Theoretical values were  calculated by assuming film 
image brightness to be a function of a constant multiplied by the target radar cross  sec­
tion. This relationship assumes that all system parameters  are fixed and that only reflec­
tor  r ada r  c ross  section o r  target s ize  affects return-signal strength (eq. (1)) and thus 
image brightness. Therefore, theoretical A brightness in decibels is: 
ONA brightness = 10 log - (5)
OX 
where 

uN radar cross  section of 1185-mZ reflector 

radar cross  section of x-m 2 reflector
UX 
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Actual test result  A brightness is the difference between individual reflector rela­
tive radar  image-brightness values and the 1185-mZ reflector brightness. Results f rom 
table I are shown in the ba r  graph of figure 14. As can be seen, overall reflector signal 
response is detectable both from densitometer and from visual scanning of the radar  
image. Also, target groups (geometrical configurations) provide a simple means for  
identifying specific locations of interest. The L-pattern, variable straight -line spacing, 
and variable target c ros s  section and offset spacing resulted in uniquely identifiable 
imaged target groups. Differences between theoretical and actual values are relatively 
small  and involve radar boresight and reflector axes misalinement, radar  antenna motion 
during imaging, off -orthogonality between reflector surfaces,  and other system variables. 
Distance measurements are summarized in table II. Densitometer scans were 
made on along t rack (north-south unified S-band road) l ines,  and target separation dis­
tances were  measured between individual target intensity-response peaks. Minimum 
spacing between targets  was maintained at 10 m. Highest percentage differences (rela­
tive to field installation distances) in distance measurements a r e  associated with G to H 
and H to I reflector spacings and with M to N and G to I spacings (fig. 7). In the cases  
of G to H, H to I, and G to I, significant antenna motion during imaging occurred. In the 
case of M to N,  target radar  c ross  sections were  large and peak response curves were  
nonsymmetrical with relatively large side-lobe signal levels. 
Discussion of Test  Results 
The airborne tes t  indicates that relatively small ,  low -cost, simple, passive targets  
(corner reflectors on the order  of 176 m2 in radar c ross  section) can be detected by syn­
thetic aperture radar  of reasonable t ransmit ter  power relative to natural t e r ra in  which 
i s  characterist ic of many remote areas of the world. This test result  and the analytical 
data summarized in figure 3 in this report  make it reasonable to  expect that a 63.5-cm­
diameter (minimum size) inflatable, c i rcular  tr ihedral  corner -reflector a r r a y  could be 
detected by a 125-W (average t ransmit ter  power) synthetic aper ture  radar  operating with 
a 60° depression angle f rom a 370-km Earth orbit. 
Corner reflectors can be uniquely identified as dis t ress  targets  when grouped into a 
known geometric pattern. An L -pattern array,  a straight -line variable spacing ar ray ,  
and an  offset line a r r a y  have been demonstrated successfully. In each configuration, min­
imum geometric spacing of individual targets  was effective when the spacing was main­
tained slightly la rger  than the minimum spatial resolution of the radar  system. 
Corner-reflector synthetic aper ture  radar  re turns  are sensitive to  transmitted s ig­
nal polarization and frequency. This sensitivity can be used t o  discriminate manmade 
targets relative t o  natural background and can provide a means for  search and rescue tar­
11 

get identification and te r ra in  assessment.  Relative target position can be measured within 
a given image, and local te r ra in  can be evaluated to  define access routes for target sites. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
A new concept employing synthetic aper ture  radar in conjunction with passive radio-
frequency (RF) use r  reflector targets  has been defined. The concept is being explored t o  
acquire the knowledge needed to  specify a future all-weather, day or night, global search  
and rescue system. The basic concept was conceived t o  meet u se r  needs, that is, to pro­
vide simple, low-cost user  search and rescue hardware and the assurance of a full-time, 
systematic search  for  this hardware whenever required. 
Results from an airborne test have demonstrated that relatively small  reflector tar­
gets positioned in natural terrain,  characterist ic of many remote areas of the world, can 
be detected and identified using synthetic aper ture  radar. Corner-reflector synthetic 
aper ture  radar returns  were shown to  be sensitive to  transmitted signal polarization and 
frequency; the resul t  was the postulation of three passive target identification approaches 
that meri t  further study. 
Study of the basic concept and evaluation of resul ts  obtained from the aircraf t  flight 
test indicate that a multiple-frequency, dual -polarization, day o r  night global search  and 
rescue system is feasible. Work is proceeding with plans leading to a shuttle low atti­
tude Earth-orbit tes t  and demonstration flight in the ear ly  1980's. 
Langley Research Center 

National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

Hampton, Va. 23665 

March4,  1976 
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TABLE I. - SEARCH AND RESCUE AIRCRAFT TEST IMAGE-BRIGHTNESS DATA 
[Average 176-m2 target image brightness, 24.84 
Theoretical radar A brightness, dB 
Reflector c ross  section, m 2 Relative radar  image (X-band targets)b 
Identification Edge X-band, L -band, 
letter dimension, cm , 9.3 GHz 1.165 GHz 
brightness, dBa Theoretical Test  results 
~A 45.7 176 24.5 ~ 8.3 8.1 ~ 
B 45.7 176 - 27.5 8.3 5.1 
C 45.7 7.6 
F 111.8 - 28.5 
G 45.7 176 24.7 8.3 7.9 

H 45.7 176 24.1 8.3 8.5 

I 45.7 176 24.8 8.3 7.8 

J 45.7 176 19.7 8.3 12.9 

K 25.4 17 20.5 18.5 12.1 

L 45.7 176 28.5 8.3 4.1 

M 63.5 655 30.6 2.6 2.0 

N 73.7 1185 32.6 0 

T 31.8 152 17.8 8.9 14.8 

I 
--, 
“Maximum image density (black), 0 dB. 
bRelative to 1185-mz target image brightness. 
I 
TABLE II.- SEARCH AND RESCUE AIRCRAFT TEST TARGET SEPARATION DATA 
Distance between targets, m 
Difference, m (actual Percent difference (actual
Radar image separation minus ima e separation minus ima e 
' Targets densitometer data plots measured separation7 measured separation!
separation) (measured separation) 
A-B 10 

B-C 10 

D-E 30 

E -F 30 

G-H 10 

H -I 20 

I-J 40 

K-L 30 

M -N 30 27.5 

G-I 30 24.9 

H-J  60 57.9 

G-J 70 65.9 

2.5 8.33 
5.1 17.0 
2.1 3.5 
4.1 5.8 
Orbital vehicle 1 ,-Side-looking radar antenna 
-
r\ I Ib G  I I I IU 
A Ititude 
185 to 556 km 
U
Groun d  
swath 
Figure 1.- Global search and rescue basic concept. 
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